FALCONBROOK PUMPING STATION
CONNECTION TUNNEL WORKS

Works at our Falconbrook Pumping Station site are progressing well.

From Monday, 17 August, we will begin constructing our 250m-long connection tunnel, which will link the Falconbrook Pumping Station to the new super sewer below the River Thames. The tunnel will run from the base of our 40m-deep shaft - a structure which drops intercepted sewage to the depth of the new super sewer - to the main tunnel.

To excavate this tunnel, we will use a sprayed concrete lining technique (SCL), where we dig forward 1m before spraying the exposed tunnel walls with liquid concrete. Our working hours will be 24hrs Monday to Friday and 08:00 - 18:00 on Saturdays. We expect this tunnel to take approximately four months to complete.

This work will require use of an excavator deep below ground, a crane and skip, and a generator. Spoil from the tunnelling works will be removed by lorry. We will carefully manage all vehicle movements to and from the site with traffic marshals on duty throughout the operations. We will also continue to monitor noise and dust during this activity.

If you have any queries regarding the works taking place at Falconbrook, please contact the Tideway 24hr Helpdesk on 08000 308080 or email helpdesk@tideway.london.

KEY INFO

Working hours:
- Monday – Fridays 24hrs
- Saturday 08:00-18:00

What to expect:
- Extra activity throughout the night
- Crane and skip on site

What we will do:
- Make all efforts to keep a noise to a minimum
- Monitor noise levels
- Have traffic marshals on duty
- Keep you informed of any changes to these arrangements
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